
Intro:
A research thesis to define value, and define it as a critical variable in domestic residential design and construction, by the use 
of evaluation of adaptive symbolic models using designer controlled endogenous and external exogenous variables to define 
a field of optimal solutions. An application of existing and derived methods, and tools, on designer defined preferential 
models of domestic architecture.

The project was completed using experimental architectural design used in manner to create adaptive forms of value 
engineering which links aesthetic design principles with optimal numerical methods.

Professional architectural design is exponentially broad on scope of practice, with each subset of practice applying vastly 
different methods and defining doctrines. These methods and doctrines present a non-linear, cyclical design evolution of 
generalized and abstract ideas, with resulting solutions leading to a synthesizing of built environments. This evolutionary 
nature of design creates issues of continuity, resulting in wasteful time and budgetary overruns.

The cyclical form of design becomes well suited for the introduction of value mapping and continual
improvement practices. Architectural design is not often thought of in this manner, lacking proper evaluation of design 
changes and post occupancy analysis.

Current methods of architectural design allow for an accurate accounting of preferential or qualified thinking and for the 
judged aesthetics of form and scale. Domestic residential construction has been predominantly unchanged over the past 160 
years, with most construction using stick framed, site built methods.The establishment of numerically dynamic design tools in 
primary design synthesis is poorly established. Innovations in new design and construction methodologies is needed to 
address social and economic factors of today and tomorrow.

Feasibility Considerations:

How does the built environment meet occupancy standards?
It is critical to evaluate materials, systems, and practices to understand the performance criteria presented by each. 
Performance is broadly defined and dependant on both technological advancement, and the context in which the 
technologies are applied. Social factor will affect the performance outcomes of the built environment. These social factors are 
exogenous and outside of designer control.

Having clear performance objectives will drastically affect the success of optimal design solutions. It is necessary to be 
practical in the selection of design performance criteria.

Project Emphasis
This study is the application of optimal design methods applied on domestic residential construction. The emphasis is 

on the evaluation of existing methods and tools for optimization and the development new adapted methods. Methods and 
tools will be used in the modeling of a single family home. The basis points which must be meet are, a value of economy in 
design, construction, and operation, the ease of construction, the sustainable nature of construction, and the overall security 
provided in the built environment.

Economy
Systems selected for construction should use a practical commons sense when selecting affordable materials that would be 
common to the average individual. Economy should be maximized through careful application of budgetary concerns through 
understanding of limitations and client concerns. The delivered building should offer the greatest return on investment 
possible to client. Projects should be done in a manner that minimizes the affects of broad macroeconomic market affects.

Buildable
Selected systems should maximize the efficiency of building construction through the minimizing of components needed in 
construction. Delivered building should have the lowest possible occurrence of needed maintenance, repairs, and component 
replacements over the useful life of the building. Construction should have some form of modularity through materials and
standards use. Delivered building should account for the need for future expansion and retrofits; these should be 
performable with the greatest amount of ease with the less amount of cost. Erection of building should be able to be 
performed by any local contractor. Delivered buildings should meet or exceed residential building codes. These functions can 
be performed through the evaluation of new and existing residential construction methods.

Sustainable
Sustainability defined: the limiting of waste in construction and the minimizing of energy consumption in construction and 
operation of the built environmental. Materials and systems selection should be based off durability, with the characteristics 
of longest life and lowest maintenance. Product sourcing should use local suppliers as much as possible out of a sense of 
greatest economy. Savings in construction is done through the minimal application of durable materials.

Secure
Residence need to display the highest level of protection from environmental and social hazards possible. An understanding 
of the reasonable care should be applied and practiced. The application of the durable materials and
systems should minimize rate of hazards

User Client Description
The clients are a married couple in mid thirties with a child. They have some level of post secondary education in a 

professional field. Their income together is 59039 USD a year. This is the median income for the Midwest and is sourced from 
the United States Census Bureau. They have 14759USD to spend yearly on construction which is twenty eight percent of their 
income. This would allow for a monthly mortgage payment of 1229USD. The house will not exceed 2400 square feet. They 
wish to have two bedrooms and at least two bathrooms. The design should allow for future expansion to at least three 
bedrooms if necessary. The design should not exceed 112USD a square foot. The home will have air conditioning and forced 
hot air heating. This is representational of homes constructed in the upper Midwest.

Total Max Square Feet 
2400 

Cost Per Square Foot -USD
112  

Clients Yearly Income-USD    
53039 

Amount Available for Construction-USD
14850.92

*28% of Yearly Income 

Available Per Month-USD
1237.58 

*14580.92/12Months

Lot Size-SQFT
 22000 

Lot Purchase Cost-USD 
55000 

*(2.50 USD Per Square Foot  22000(2.50)

Monthly Mortgae Payment-USD
1207.03

*268800 at 3.5% 30 Years Fixed

Budget Utilization 
97.53%

*(1207.03/1237.58)(100)

Base Modeling Metric Data
30 Year Mortgage Cost-USD

433747 
*268800+164947 (Principal+Interest)

Project Actual Value-USD
323800

*268800+55000 (Principal+Lot Cost)

Combined Tax rate
1.1% 

2 Year Tax Exemption for New Construction-USD 
150000

First Year Tax 
1911.8

*323800-150000 =173800(.11)

First Year Mortgage Interest Payment-USD
9325.77 

First Year Mortgage Principal Payment-USD
5158.62 

Deductable Amount-USD 
11237.57

*9325.77+1911.8

Principal Over 30 Years-USD
8960

*268800/30

Total Cost Over 30 Years-USD
14458.23  

*20.433747/30

Maximum Allowance Per Square Foot-USD 
116.58

Maximum Square Footage at 112USD 
2498

This data represents the base parameters for the 
study's project test models. It is representative of 
the combined research data. 
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